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Horary “vs.” Natal
● Horary

– Specific questions
– Short questions
– Slice of time
– Cut and dry
– Short-term 

consequences
– Action Orientation
– Answer leans to “no”

● Natal
– Trends
– Personal history
– Multiple parties 

involved
– Repetitive questions
– Long-term 

consequences
– Multiple Simultenous 

Themes
– Meaning and Motive
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Horary: Specific questions
● Natal is next to useless relating to this job, this 

car, this relationship, unless there is a legitimate  
natal chart for the other entity

– That “natal” really needs to be a true natal, and not 
an event chart, in which case the delineation is in 
horary style anyway

● Natal isn't the best at the “zero sum” game:  
where there is precisely one winner and one  
loser (see my lecture tomorrow)
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Horary: Short Questions
● In horary, each party to a scenario has to have  

a ruling planet.
● The more parties, the more complicated and 

unwieldy this becomes.
● This is further complicated because individual  

things might also need to have ruling planets,  
as well as people.
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Horary: Slice of Time
● In Gadbury's words, the nativity is the birth of  

the body, whereas the horary is the birth of the  
Mind.

● Thus, horary is the unique experience of where  
the mind is now.

● In natal, it's actually rather hard to capture a  
single moment after birth, because each 
moment is part of a stream.
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Horary: Cut and dry
● The fewer the people involved, the more likely 

horary is to give the right answer.
● The simpler the scenario, the more appropriate 

horary is.
● The more the events involved rely on “stimulus-

response, the better horary will work.”
– Horary, in essence, relies on Pavlovian responses.
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Horary: Short-term consequences
● The shorter the time interval, the more 

appropriate horary is.
● However, within a short interval, the answer can  

be very precise.
● Horary is much better at showing a connected  

sequence of events.
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Horary: Action Orientation
● Aspects of the Moon
● Possible perfection
● Action vs. emplacement
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Horary: Answer tends toward “No”
● Most of time is skewed against a “yes” answer.
● Does this mean that, more often than not, our  

desires are blocked?
● More people seem to need to have “no” 

confirmed more often than “yes”
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Natal: Trends
● The nativity often doesn't so much show the  

specific sequence of events as the trends over  
time.

● For example, while the nativity may show very  
clearly that the Native is likely to move, it can  
say nothing about a particular house!

● This also raises concerns that one may do 
something like move for a variety of reasons,  
and this can case some confusion in 
interpretation   11

Natal: Personal history
● In natal, the moments are continuous, not 

isolated.
● This gives the effect of a tree, where decisions  

taken in the past change the possible decisions  
taken later.

● Sadly, insufficient work has gone into studying  
how this affects future outcomes.
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Natal: Multiple parties involved
● Typically, the astrologer is examining only one  

participant in an event, and that person may not  
even necessarily be the driving force of the  
event or process.

● Nonetheless, that chart will reflect elements of  
the process from that person's point of view.
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Natal: Repetitive questions
● One thing that horary absolutely cannot address 

is the question that simply keeps repeating.
● Whether because the issue never gets resolved  

(as the Querent would like), it keeps coming 
back, or there is a cluster of similar events or  
situations, natal is the only appropriate choice.
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Natal: Long-term consequences
● In natal, the moment is merely a connection 

between a past and future, both of which can 
extend considerably.

● A moment can have consequences for a 
lifetime, but that isn't necessarily because one 
asks a question about it.

● Natal may be able to show meaning for these 
moments because of the nature of the flow: 
something horary cannot
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Natal: Multiple Simultaneous 
Themes

● Multiple streams of issues are going on in the 
life at the same time. Horary can be expected to  
cover only one of those themes.

● Because these themes filter in and out of  
immediate awareness, a horary in effect may 
seem to ebb and flow in either importance or  
effectiveness

● One's reaction to the horary stream may 
change as a result of the other streams going  
on.
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Natal: Meaning and Motive
● Horary is positively rotten as a method to  

attempt to find reasons for an event or question.
● This is probably in great part because meaning  

does not emerge out of a single issue, but from  
how it fits into the whole.

● Notice that this does not guarantee that natal  
gives meaning either – only that it has a chance 
to put an event on context.
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